
What is the best thing about your college?  
Student Voices:  

1. We want educational trips 
2. Gargi Auditorium 
3. Sports, daily activities in the college like campaigns, events, etc.  
4. The overall environment. It helps you grow. 
5. It has good performing societies.  
6. Infrastructure  
7. Some teachers are very concerned about learning of students  
8. Best thing is soothing environment of campus 
9. It provides me the various opportunity to improve academics as well as my personality. 
10. Creates a good learning environment. 
11. Ahdndksjsv 
12. Teacher understand student problem 
13. Canteen is very good. Faculty is also very good. 
14. Terrace 
15. It’s my safe space  
16. It promotes co-curricular activities along with the studies. Teachers demonstrate the topics practically as much as 

possible. 
17. No ragging and a healthy environment  
18. Ambience 
19. All professor are very supportive, humble and our environment of college is nice. 
20. Crowd of the college is so good 
21. Just its hype 
22. A lot of opportunities to know about self.  
23. The safe environment and very supportive teachers. 
24. Omnipotent 
25. Teachers , I have met, always have a positive and cooperative attitude 
26. Focus on personality development and life skills 
27. Lots of opportunities 
28. Helping nature of every person  
29. Overall grooming, confidence building and teachers. 
30. Green campus 
31. Greenery 
32. it gives chances to students to grow verily . 
33. Gargi helps you to get ready for the future 

34. Teachers❤️ 
35. It's reputation not being a bluff. If Gargi has a name, people associated are working hard for it. 
36. Canteen 
37. Quality education 
38. Canteen 
39. Teachers are the best part of the college, as they are very encouraging and supportive. 
40. That it is renowned  
41. Teachers are understanding and supportive. No partial behavior is shown by any teacher. 
42. Canteen 
43. Supportive environment 
44. Everything 
45. Canteen  
46. Everything. Infrastructural design, cafeteria, ground, terrace cultural fests activities everything. 
47. Fests 
48. Ground 
49. Teachers  
50. College library and canteen 



51. It teaches us individuality.  
52. The materials n skills provided by the teachers n institution ...n also provide opportunities to explore ourselves. 
53. The college library provides a very good number of books.  
54. I did B.EL.ED and the curriculum and things i had learned are worth.  The infrastructure is aesthetic. Library 

management is good.  
55. "The college entails supportive environment and teachers quotes for overall development of all the students. 
56. The wide focus spectrum by which the whole institution is run is the best thing about my college. " 
57. It helps me to engage myself in extracurricular activities as well 
58. It helps me to engage myself in extracurricular activities as well 
59. Facilities provided 
60. Terrace 
61. Fests 
62. Teachers are supportive 
63. Teachers 
64. Peaceful environment 
65. College ground and greenery.  Auditorium.  
66. Freedom and space for expression 
67. Full of greenery 
68. Teachers are supportive, encouraging and helpful. 
69. Opportunities it provides us to grow and learn. 
70. teachers are good 
71. All the students exhibit positive behavior and are encouraging 
72. Freedom of doing anything 
73. The rules and patterns are strictly followed here, no leniency is given to any children whether regarding 

attendance, marks etc. 
74. Teachers, they are very helpful 
75. The space we have, regardless of everything. It's a safe harbor where we can make mistakes and learn without 

being judged(sometimes) 
76. Events 
77. Best thing about my college is greenery. There is beautiful garden and a huge auditorium in my college.  
78. Faculty 
79. My class and my teachers 
80. Fest 
81. The best thing about my college is its faculty. I really like the teachers we have in our course. They are supportive, 

helpful and kind. 
82. Along with teaching it groom the students which is the best part that students gain that self-confidence which is 

gonna help them in future to deal with the outside world  
83. Freedom and comfort 
84. It's a college under DU and is at a good location i.e in South Delhi.  
85. The gardens, and greenery.  
86. Wide range of flora  
87. My college provide different societies for different fields for every interested student of the college which 

encourages the students for extracurricular activities and also provide facilities for their interests so that they 
should also be perfect in their hobbies with their studies. 

88. The best thing is that we have a really accepting atmosphere where all thoughts are welcome and one can explore 
a lot. 

89. Nescafe, botanical garden 
90. The canteen and botanical garden 
91. I love college greenery so much  
92. Certain teachers 
93. Faculty, guests of seminars and availability of space for workshops on time.  
94. Like faculty in Gargi is really nice and quiet supportive and the environment which it provides to its students makes 

it one of the best college in DU 



95. "Teachers are very nice and friendly. 
96. Also societies are well performing 
97. Teachers are helpful  
98. Staff sre good  
99. Canteen is better 
100. Strictness of academics and discipline  
101. Canteen 
102. I got a chance to join to a few great NGOs and hence enhance my working experience 
103. It has a very security guard who doesn't allow anybody to enter without checking their id cards or fee receipts 
104. Very supportive faculty 
105. Very good canteen 
106. Very big ground" 
107. The crowd and the staff. Resources. 
108. teachers 
109. It's one of the reputed Colleges of the Delhi University. 
110. I like the atmosphere, the unity of my college, where every Fest is celebrated with unity. 
111. The terrace, ground, my friend group 
112. The best thing is every student of our college shows harmony to others even if they don't know them well. There 

is some kind of love and unity amongst all of us. 
113. Library 
114. Teachers and Students both are very hardworking and the environment of college is competitive. 
115. The brand name, maybe 
116. The discipline and the environment which provide a better space for learning and for extracurricular activities 

too. 
117. Teaching staff 
118. Study, Infrastructure,  Teachers 
119. Some teachers are highly supportive not just in academic area but overall. 
120. My department teachers 
121. All teachers of Gargi College is excellent, wonderful and amazing. 
122. "Infrastructure and supporting environment 
123. Greenery and a lot of seminars 
124. Always supportive and ready to accept and help throughout my problems.  
125. Focus on overall development  
126. Encouraging feminist ideals " 
127. Teachers 
128. The greenery 
129. The best thing about my college is the Proffessors themselves 
130. The open gate of terrace 
131. The opportunities and provided for overall growth  
132. A good balance as well as exposure to studies and extra curricupar activities.  

133. Friends and Nescafe 🌟 
134. The helpful and cooperative nature of the seniors and the teachers. 
135. Teachers are the best 
136. The professors in our college are the best in my opinion. Especially in our department.  
137. Teachers are so supportive. 
138. Maggi 
139. Infrastructure 
140. Societies, Safe environment, Opportunity for student involvement, some of staff and faculty members are very 

supportive and experts in their respective domains. College does take interest in all-round development of its 
students. 

141. Things are going in and around college always 
142. Provide space to be me 
143. Exposure to every field 



144. Effective and smooth learning environment, devoted teachers, timely recreational functions. 
145. Hindi department  
146. Teachers 
147. Discipline 
148. Discipline  
149. Infrastructure 
150. Our teachers  
151. The teachers are very enthusiastic about teaching very dedicated in their work. They are very encouraging. The 

college has a very pleasant approach for the new ideas and keeps academics as the prime priority.  
152. Library 
153. Our Labs 
154. Canteen 
155. Ground 
156. Every think 
157. Non-bias 
158. Engagement in cultural events and whole atmosphere is the best. 
159. The supportive environment of the college 
160. Societies and fest 
161. The botanical garden 
162. Teachers’ are supportive. 
163. Faculty 
164. There are so many societies who welcomes everyone. 
165. Teachers are very friendly as well as  infrastructure of college is Good.  
166. The vibe  
167. "Environment is so positive . 
168. The changes in college can seen forthwith if any changes has been made in society." 
169. Faculty for my course 
170. Education 
171. Teachers of chemistry department are best  
172. Support  
173. College environment 
174. Teacher's behaviour towards students and greenery of our college  
175. I love the Environment which gives me a sense of freedom and independence. There is very healthy & friendly 

environment for everyone to groom and learn from each other. 
176. The opportunities 
177. College Societies 
178. I got to know my strength. 
179. Campus  
180. The best thing about my college is that teachers not only focus on academic development but also on other 

aspects, like personality development, inculcating moral values. Our teachers inspire not just to be academically 
brilliant but also be a good human being. 

181. It made be become a beautiful person 
182. Comfortable Environment  
183. "It comes under Delhi University (i.e- Govt College). 
184. It's not much far from my place." 
185. A lot of exposure and opportunities to develop leadership qualities and gain self confidence  
186. Botanical garden 
187. The college itself 
188. Canteen 
189. Science fest and practicals 
190. Punctuality  
191. Societies  
192. Their initiative towards a green campus and no plastic use, not even straws.  



193. Gargi College made me see world differently. And my college proved this saying right that after three years of 
college, you will have a different and a broader perspective to look at things. I think my college helped improving 
my personality. 

194. Celebrating and accepting differences  
195. extra-curricular activities  
196. Gargi has changed my most of the perspectives, I feel like family here. 
197. It has a very healthy environment where students get numerous opportunities to grow mentally and physically.  
198. Provides opportunities to students to grow and prosper in all senses. 
199. Teachers  
200. The teaches  
201. Supportive and co-operative environment by school administrators 
202. Fests , infrastructure, faculty 
203. It environment, cultural activities and the infrastructure.  
204. Events 
205. Faculty 
206. It’s a DBT star college. 
207. Extra-curricular opportunities   
208. The environment of college campus 
209. Diversity 
210. Infrastructure. 
211. The teaching and all the supportive college staffs and also the beautiful environment of our Gargi College. 
212. It's Location  
213. The teachers, duh:) 
214. everything 
215. Many opportunities and friendly and homely environment  
216. Ample number of opportunities for us to grow as an individual 
217. Extra-curricular activities 
218. College environment 
219. The college establishes a balance between a plethora of cultural events and academics. The teaching and non-

teaching staff are extremely helpful and knowledgeable, which they deliver very well to the students  
220. Working in labs. 
221. There is no biasness and show off in Gargi College. You are accepted the way you are and the encouraging 

environment and surrounding helps you to grow and develop professionally as well as personally. 
222. Students and teachers relationship, assignments, friendly people. 
223. Gargi - the name is enough to empower women.  
224. It is a power house. It gives you the energy to face the challenges coming up in future. It provides you with an 

inbuilt confidence after you are done for 3 years. The growth opportunities are vast here.  
225. It's societies  
226. The blend of education and extra co-curricular activities 
227. Our botany department and botanical garden of our college  
228. ECA , campus, supportive staff 
229. Events 
230. Greenery 
231. The exposure it gives. It helped me grow as a person.  
232. Few helpful teachers who make a student’s experience memorable 
233. Maggie 
234. The atmosphere of learning 
235. Every little thing 
236. Infrastructure and faculty 
237. Atmosphere of college and different activities at the time of Diwali Holi etc. 
238. It gives us a platform to represent ourselves in our way without caring about any judgement. 
239. About its annual feast , reverie 
240. All are treated equally irrespective of their ethnic background. 



241. Everything is best 
242. Get proper knowledge related to study n other work 
243. The societies and the fest  
244. The teacher are supportive and friendly  
245. The teachers and the atmosphere they create is really positive and help in overall growth of an individual. 
246. I think the college is pretty great, the placement opportunities are plenty. 
247. The conducive environment and the opportunities that college provided for the overall development of a 

student. 
248. Department of Psychology 
249. Professors 
250. Cafe 
251. I don't know 
252. Batchmates and teachers  
253. That it provides a platform to each student to try and reach their full potential. 
254. The best thing about my college would be the supportive and understanding relationship between the teaching 

staff and the students in all fields of education. 
255. The Societies and extra-curricular available. As well as specific professors who helped us grow. 
256. Its environment and annual fests. 
257. Girls college 
258. Opportunities 
259. Its environment and the behavior of teachers 
260. Teachers are best in our college as they are very cooperative with the students  
261. Teachers and auditorium 
262. The environment, greenery  
263. B.El.Ed classroom sessions  
264. Societies 
265. Fest 
266. The various events that are organized are informative. More competitions and seminars should be organized 
267. Teaching 
268. The faculty and the overall vibe of the college is really great and I miss Gargi immensely! 
269. My encouraging and supporting teachers  
270. Everything 
271. It’s social and friendly environment  
272. Societies 
273. ECA 
274. Faculty  
275. Teachers & Learning 
276. atmosphere  
277. The teachers are supportive and helpful 
278. The environment of acceptance and motivation put forth by teachers and fellow students.  
279. My class  
280. Nescafe and college fests 
281. Some events such as scintillation, Diwali mela, Zistatva and all which are very helpful for refreshing our mind, 

and we done some exciting activities instead regular study.  
282. Best thing about the college is the societies that we are involved in.  
283. My friends  
284. Environment and opportunities  
285. Diversity of students, peer learning. 
286. The extra-curricular activities promoted through different societies. 
287. Staff is friendly and cooperative. 
288. The students are given opportunity to learn about leadership and management in real life. All the societies are 

run by the students only with minimal help from teachers. This gives good exposure to students. 
289. The varied courses, pedagogy and environment that the college provides to its students 



290. The importance that the college gives both to academics and extra-curricular is great. And students are 
motivated to maintain a balance in the same. Also student ideas and creativity is always accepted and motivated 

291. Societies 
292. Teachers and societies 
293. Societies that help us to grow individually, botanical garden and the fests.  
294. Diversity of students, peer learning  
295. Wide number of societies 
296. The faculty of our department was great.  
297. The cultural arena  
298. Extra-curricular activities (ECA) societies 
299. Big ground  
300. The best thing in our college is that interested students get opportunity to do projects. 
301. Chole bathure and kind teachers 
302. It is good in every aspect  
303. All things best 
304. College itself 
305. Auditorium 
306. There should clean washroom and internship related to physics should be provided. 
307. There should clean washroom and internship related to physics should be provided. 
308. teachers were very supportive 
309. The comfortable environment  
310. Best teaching 
311. The gardens and Nescafe red huts 
312. ECA support 
313. Teachers are very helpful and co-operative. 
314. The liberal environment and ample amount of extra-curricular activities. 
315. Nil 
316. Societies 
317. Cultural Societies  
318. The kind of sensitivity students show during various issues is commendable  
319. The faculty was great except certain teachers. 
320. Some of the professors and their behavior towards students 
321. Library is one of my favorite place, it's well maintained that it was not difficult to find other disciplines books as 

well. And I loved the environment of Gargi. It felt like secure, protected and comforting. Our teachers are also 
friendly and supported me. 

322. Students. 
323. Canteen  
324. Peers 
325. Exposure  
326. Supportive seniors 
327. The communication between students and teachers.  
328. everything is very systematic  
329. It is liberating.  
330. The communication between students and teachers.  
331. Provides a platform to showcase our talents and nurture them under the guidance of some best people.  
332. Moral support given by people 
333. Greenry 
334. Fellow students and environment is very good 
335. I guess nothing 
336. Functions  
337. Make us new and confident personality 
338. The fests, maybe. 
339. Fests 



340. Extra-curricular opportunities 
341. Environment 
342. The faculty 
343. That it has a safe environment than most of the colleges. 
344. Presence of teachers whenever required, attitude of teachers of different departments, the fests  
345. Societies and fests 
346. Gardens 
347. Labs  
348. Fests obviously and the Nescafe canteen 
349. Canteen 
350. Nothing  
351. Fest 
352. The infrastructure facilities provided by our college and the teaching staff. 
353. Environment 
354. That every student encourages the other. Nobody judges you and the atmosphere is very positive. 
355. Aesthetic 
356. Every time something happens in campus. 
357. The student environment which is progressive and safe. 
358. Overall growth as a person. 
359. Holidays 
360. Safe  
361. My college 
362. Nature Connected   
363. Different societies  
364. Safety  
365. Study quality  
366. The best thing about my college is that it's a girl college. 
367. The best thing about Gargi is their teachers who groomed the students so well.  
368. Independence 
369. The paint of the building, don't ever change that. And some of the teachers in my department teach so well 

that I want to stay in college forever.  
370. Its beauty especially biodiversity, cooperation among juniors and seniors. 
371. Canteen fun 
372. Nothing 
373. Red walls 
374. Best thing was... to attend chemistry labs  
375. Teachers are ready to help with respect of academic and extracurricular activities. 
376. Cafeteria's Iced tea 
377. Faculty, safety 
378. The freedom it gives and surely the ambience 
379. Green environment. 
380. It provided me an exposure 
381. Campus 
382. The encouragement to participate in co-curricular activities, and the equal chance given to each and every 

student to voice their opinions. 
383. Good environment 
384. It's reputation among the University. 
385. Our college 's fest and our auditorium 
386. The teachers  
387. Cooperative spirit  
388. The way of teaching  
389. The extra-curricular and the diversity in the teachers and their opinions. Helps us to learn very much. 
390. Fest 



391. Decent  
392. Nothing 
393. Nothing is best in the college 
394. Education provided  
395. Location 
396. Greenery 
397. Teachers are really very supportive and encouraging.  
398. Societies  
399. Faculty is good 
400. Coffee from Nescafe 
401. Faculty 
402. College Campus 
403. Teachers complete their syllabus within accurate time period 
404. Department and college fests  
405. It's free environment  
406. The faculty  
407. Environment 
408. Campus ambience  
409. Greenery  
410. Faculty 
411. It has the best canteen  
412. Canteen  
413. Opportunities 
414. We have freedom on campus. 
415. The teachers are very supportive.  
416. Study and teacher 
417. The teaching Is good. Teachers take initiative to enhance the teaching. The fests of the college is extremely 

good. 
418. Sincere efforts in listening to student grievances and dedication to studies.  Also great exposure.  
419. The opportunities provided 
420. Canteen 
421. Less fess.. Good facilities  
422. Learning experience  
423. Students-teachers unity.  
424. The academic and extra-curricular environment that Gargi caters to is much better than most DU colleges. Our 

teachers and society conveners are really helpful too.  
425. Very open environment that gives freedom to think 
426. Supportive nature of teachers 
427. The best thing I consider to be best about the college is that it has really friendly environment and helps each 

individual to develop their intellect.  
428. The women around me, the students, who somehow managed to teach me so much more than teachers did. 

Gargi honestly has the best crowd I've ever come across in any DU college. 
429. Teachers are supportive and polite in nature. They take an adequate number of classes to complete the syllabus 

rather than canceling it.  
430. This is extremely extraordinary. 
431. Studying rule is nice 
432. Fests 
433. Auditorium, fests and placement cell 
434. Cultural societies  
435. education quality, fests, cultural meets, crowd, teachers 
436. The dogs 
437. The space and beautiful gardens of college and squirrels being so friendly 
438. Umm for me the best thing might be the experience that I am gaining in my college life. 



439. Gargi College is the best college in DU. Teachers are teaching great.  
440. Nescafe and friends 
441. The teaching faculty 
442. Its name 
443. Teachers 
444. The overall environment is pretty conducive to learning.  
445. Inclusivity 
446. Some teachers are good but some   are very bad at teaching. 
447. College campus  
448. The comfortable environment  

449. Teachers ❤️ 
450. Nescafe 
451. ECA 
452. Extra activities apart from study 
453. The canteen  
454. Ambience and Infrastructure 
455. No idea 
456. Greenary  
457. Teachers  
458. Teaching Manner 
459. Attendance leniency 
460. Botanical garden  
461. Teachers 
462. our college is free from any kind of riots and has sound environment  
463. My Friends 
464. Fests 
465. Sports ground 
466. nothing 
467. The location and basic cleanliness.  
468. Basic cleanliness barring the toilets, which is one of the most important things especially in a girl’s college. 

Constantly found it in a stinky, wet, broken and unusable condition. " 
469. Nothing. 
470. Peer group 
471. Canteen and library  
472. Community, extra-curricular activities that are also now being contained 
473. Nothing 
474. Gardens and cleanliness  
475. There are trees. 
476. Societies work well and provide multiple opportunities. 
477. Extra-curricular activities 
478. Cultural Societies  
479. Teachers are helpful, put in efforts. Fests are good, although lately there have been some issues. 
480. Auditorium 
481. It has healthy environment for personal growth and development. Cultural societies are amazing. 
482. Faculty 
483. Efficient societies  
484. Peaceful environment and gives great opportunities to develop interpersonal skills. 
485. Environment 
486. Serene campus 
487. teaching faculty 
488. Timetable 
489. The best thing is the all over maintenance and development in all the fields equally  and the management of 

college 



490. Library 
491. The transportation network is satisfactory which makes it easy to commute.  
492. My friends 
493. Nothing  
494. Nescafé  
495. Societies and Fest are good 
496. Discipline  
497. Seminars 
498. Some teachers are very dedicated  

499. It is beautiful and some of the teachers are cooperative ❤️ 
500. Environment safety, education and teachers 
501. Environment 
502. The best thing about my college is that the teachers consider teaching as their responsibility and never cancel 

the classes without any strong reason. 
503. Environment 
504. Teachers are good and supportive.  
505. Subjective question. From the point of view of the questionnaire if I have to pin point it would only be the 

Library. This is because it is the most functioning place and has adequate resources to help.  
506. It allows us freedom required to grow our wings  
507. Canteen food 
508. Nothing 
509. Freedom 
510. BBE faculty 
511. Foe me, canteen n teachers 
512. The crowd and staff 
513. Nescafe that's it 
514. Everything  
515. There is no corruption and every student get the chance to develop own self and there is no partiality at all.  
516. Audi foyer  
517. The teachers do put in a lot of efforts.  However I feel that they're unable to give their best due to the limitations 

of infrastructure in Gargi College.  Many of the class rooms in the arts block are not sufficient for the whole class 
to sit comfortably.  Also especially for the BAP department, the time table is very impractical. At least 2 times in a 
week students have to wait for 3-4 hours for the next class.  

518. Environment 
519. Open ideas exchange culture 
520. teachers are always present for student's help 
521. Friendly Environmental 
522. Auditorium, gardens and extra activities  
523. Green environment  
524. Societies 

525. Washrooms😂😂😂 
526. The name and the tag of Delhi University 
527. Greenery in the area, auditorium 
528. My friends only and nothing else teachers are just worst. 
529. Regularity and completion of syllabus by the teachers. Good atmosphere for studying and competition..  
530. Friendly Environment 
531. Good environment of studying 
532. Faculty 
533. It always pushes you to grow and do your best. 
534. The people who I have met.  
535. Value of expression 
536. Lots of personal growth opportunities. 



537. The best thing i like about college is the knowledge of faculty, the cooperation from union, and the safe 
environment we are provided here is highly appreciated.  

538. Flexible timings, friendly teachers and the Canteen 
539. Extremely talented professors 
540. The extra-curricular activities 
541. Welcoming crowd 
542. Friends...and the red bricks and the ground 
543. College provides good platform for extra-curricular activities and sports. 
544. Atmosphere of college is really good and safe, there is a lot of greenery and college canteen is also good, 

gardens are beautiful and few teachers are very supportive 
545. Atmosphere 
546. The greeny around the college 
547. Love the diversity in Gargi 
548. They helped finding new passion which I never knew I ever had 
549. Just the exposure that college provides to us  
550. Nobody judges anyone, you feel safe, secure and respected by people around  
551. - 
552. Nobody judges anyone, you feel safe, secure and respected by people around  
553. Large auditorium and sports activities 
554. Teachers are good and educated 
555. No riots happen, good environment 
556. "Societies 
557. Crowd 
558. Fests" 
559. Teachers  
560. Friendly Environment 
561. Nothing. Other than curriculum activities. 
562. I graduate  
563. Infrastructure. 
564. Crowd.  
565. Everyone in the college including the teachers and fellow students are very welcoming and supportive. 
566. Healthy environment  
567. Greenery in the college campus and societies.  
568.  faculty  take efforts and do all things like using ICT tools, mentoring etc.  
569. Library 
570. Support from faculty over any issue, be it professional or personal  
571. Nature 
572. The people. The seating areas. The library. The teachers. The environment. 
573. Location 
574. Some teachers really make efforts to make students learn. 
575. College annual fest 
576. Friendly environment 
577. Overall is a great institution to learn and grow 
578. Activities 
579. Teachers and their way of teaching 
580. Time table are quite satisfied 
581. Administration functioning. 
582. Regularity N strictness 
583. Gardens 
584. Teachers are good way talking for student and always ready to help. 
585. Greenery in the college 
586. Nescafe 
587. Everything  



588. Cooperative mentors. 
589. Conveyance and easy accessibility, peaceful environment and supportive faculty.  
590. Cultural festivals  
591. - 
592. Pink slips, people 
593. Different events organised by college and fest  
594. Provide Opportunities like placement and Internships  
595. The kind of motivation and courage it provides to the student rather pressuring student it teaches with 

interests, fills the zeal and the fest & functions are held in a best way that no other colleges have done 
596. Friends 
597. Societies of our college  
598. Opportunities it provides  
599. Societies 
600. Cooperative teachers 
601. Good teachers  
602. Culture, opportunities, faculty 
603. It is free from biases and bullying  
604. NCC and being a girl’s college, nobody judges us. The environment is too good. I just love Gargi.  
605. My friends  
606. I like attending various events, seminars and festive celebration with full of joy. 
607. Library  
608. Auditorium  
609. Good environment and supporting teachers  
610. Some teachers are really good in teaching and are helpful.  
611. Security and safety 
612. "It has a very security guard who doesn't allow anybody to enter without checking their id cards or fee receipts 
613. Very supportive faculty 
614. Very good canteen 
615. Very big ground" 
616. The best thing of our college is pure teachers who work very hard for us .. 
617. Lots of personal growth opportunities. 
618. The Fests 
619. "Different societies.  
620. Events. " 
621. Extra-curricular events are good. 
622. Not one thing many like infrastructure, cleanliness, canteen food and some teachers are good not only in their 

teaching but in motivation students for their goal /aim..  
623. The cafeteria  
624. Teaching staff is very supportive and cooperative 
625. Teachers 
626. We have a good area to sit and relax  
627. Teachers are very encouraging when it comes to taking part in extra-curricular, societies, inform about 

upcoming discipline specific competitions, research festivals etc. They also create a very positive learning 
environment. I strongly believe that the relationship between an institution’s faculty and student body is crucial 
and Gargi College provides us with that.  

628. Everything 
629. Environment 
630. Encouraging atmosphere 
631. Regular classes 
632. Safe, secure and homely environment 


